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TransRe Announces Global Professional Liability Leadership
Promotions Support Continued Growth, Customer Service And Portfolio Insights
NEW YORK, N.Y., July 6, 2021 – TransRe has adjusted its professional liability structure to better
position the company to take advantage of current and future market opportunities, deliver improved
insight and service.
Brian Finlay is promoted to Global Professional Liability leader. Brian joined TransRe in 2005 and has
assumed roles of increasing responsibility, most recently as manager of the US D&O/E&O treaty
department. In this newly created global role, Brian will report to Liz Geary, President of Global Portfolio
Management.
Danny Hojnowski is promoted to take over Brian's role as US D&O/E&O Treaty department manager.
Danny joined TransRe in 2006 and is a product of TransRe's management development program. He
has worked in both facultative and treaty since joining TransRe. In his new role, Danny will report to Kyle
Rhodes.
Nick Tzaneteas Retires
Nick joined TransRe in 1993 and has been instrumental in developing TransRe’s professional liability
portfolio, as well as guiding multiple teams through challenging cycles of the market. TransRe has greatly
benefited from Nick’s experience, technical expertise and leadership over his long tenure. His TransRe
family and friends thank Nick for his many years of service and his significant contribution to our ongoing
success, as we offer our very best wishes for a long and healthy retirement.
About TransRe
Established in 1977, TransRe is the brand name for Transatlantic Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries
(including Transatlantic Reinsurance Company). TransRe, wholly owned by Alleghany Corporation is a
reinsurance organization headquartered in New York with operations worldwide. TransRe offer the capacity,
expertise and creativity necessary to structure programs across the full spectrum of property and casualty
risks. Please visit www.transre.com for more information.
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